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American String Teachers Association Guidelines and Requirements for the  
2021 NOF Cyberfest Participants 

 
Mission Statement: The American String Teachers Association’s National Orchestra Festival® (NOF) promotes 

orchestral performance by middle school and high school students through providing a performance 
opportunity in a national setting with constructive evaluation and comments  

by nationally recognized experts in the field. 
 
Group Personnel 
 

Participants must be enrolled full time in the school or youth orchestra for which they are performing. 
 
Groups must have a minimum of 16 participants (inclusive of directors and students). Schools/organizations 
participating with two groups can enter both groups into competition only if the two groups are completely 
autonomous; individual students can be part of only one competitive group. If duplicating members, the second 
group must be entered for the Ratings with Comments Track. Additionally, two high school string orchestras from the 
same school may not compete against each other in the same division.  

 
No guest(s), such as adults or professionals from within or outside the school/organization, may perform on the 
program, including in an accompanying role. 

 
 Please note that guest conductors do not enhance the ensemble’s overall presentation or ranking in the eyes of the 

judges and could jeopardize the ensemble’s performance. Please consider this carefully. Each ensemble is limited to 
no more than one guest conductor.  
 

NOF Cyberfest Performance Recording Time Limit 
 
High school orchestras and primarily high-school age youth orchestras must play a minimum of 20 to a maximum of 
40 minutes of music. Middle School orchestras and primarily middle-school age youth orchestras must include a 
minimum of 15 to a maximum of 30 minutes of music.  
 

 
Selection and Suitability of Repertoire 
 

A goal of the ASTA National Orchestra Festival® is to promote orchestral performance by students that 
demonstrates their highest level of musicianship through well-chosen repertoire. 
 

1. ASTA highly recommends that directors carefully select suitable repertoire that showcases the true musical 
and technical abilities of their students. All selections should be near the same level of difficulty (e.g., plus or 
minus one grade/difficulty level on a state prescribed music list). 
 
2. Adjudicators provide rankings, ratings, and comments by measuring the success of each selection performed, 
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not on the difficulty of the selection attempted. This holds true for all categories and divisions. Competition 
winners are chosen on the musical success of their performance, not on the difficulty of the repertoire 
presented. 
 
3. Each musical selection is judged using the following criterion: Technique, Tone, Intonation, Rhythm, and 
Interpretation. 
 
4. When selecting repertoire, directors should keep in mind the educational validity of the entire program for 
their group. A breadth of musical styles, periods, or genres should be represented (i.e., not a complete program 
of Baroque compositions or a preponderance of a single composer/arranger, or an all jazz program). 
  
5. Traditional orchestras may choose to play eclectic styles repertoire, including but not limited to fiddle 
traditions, jazz, rock, world music, and more. Eclectic repertoire must adhere to ASTA’s copyright policies (see 
#13).   
 
6. Commissioned or student composed repertoire should be appropriate for the performance level of the group 
(reference #13, subsection d under Selection and Suitability). 
 
7. No solo concertos may be programmed. The NOF Chair must approve all repertoire choices with any question, 
such as works that have featured solo parts, ahead of time. All repertoire lists, including any potential substitute 
selections, should be submitted to the NOF ASTA Associate by January 31, 2021. If directors have any questions 
about repertoire, they should contact the NOF ASTA Associate BEFORE this deadline. Eclectic styles solos also fall 
under this provision and should be pre-approved. A program template will be provided to you by December 1 
and must be used when submitting your concert program to ASTA. 
 
8. All members of the string section must perform on all selections. 
 
9. All full orchestra ensembles must include one string orchestra selection. 
 
10. All measures MUST be numbered in each adjudicator score.  

 
11. If the director has any questions regarding their festival results, please consult with the NOF Chair, not 
festival personnel. All festival results are final.  
 
12. ASTA upholds all copyright laws and in doing so, the following policies will be strictly enforced: 

 
13. Original scores for each selection will be uploaded to the virtual performance platform by March 1, 2021. 

The NOF Chair will approve the scores for festival use at this time.  
i. Only selections from the catalogs of music publishers may be performed. The following exception 

applies: Orchestras may select one manuscript for performance. Manuscript compositions, music 
obtained from online distribution sites (see section E below), or special arrangements of 
materials written for the ensemble may be programmed only if all copyrights have been cleared 
(see section D below). The version of the music performed on stage must be the same as the 
version of the score presented to the adjudicators. 

ii. Each score must carry the full copyright information printed on the score from the publisher. If 
the score from the publisher appears to be a copy itself, the director must include a copy of the 
order form for the scores submitted to that publisher as well as written permission to copy such 
scores from the publisher.  

iii. Original compositions or new compositions are acceptable. Directors must secure permissions 
for copyright of all scores and parts by the composer and publisher, if applicable. A letter of 
permission, complete with signature from the composer (and publisher, if applicable) must be 
attached to each score. 
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iv. IMSLP parts and scores are permissible providing they adhere to U.S. copyright law and the URL 
link is clearly indicated on all scores. If a score is published, however, an original score is 
required.  

v. Any violation of the above policy will result in disqualification of the group from performing 
within the festival. 

 
 
ASTA Code of Conduct 
 
ASTA strives to provide an educational and fun opportunity for your students at the NOF Cyberfest.   

1. You will receive an NOF t-shirt as part of your package. If your orchestra/school chooses their own personalized 
gear, please be aware that the ASTA and NOF logos are proprietary to the American String Teachers Association 
and can only be used by ASTA. We request that you do not use the ASTA or NOF and Cyberfest official logos on any 
personalized school items. If you are planning on branded gear, please email Claire Morrell at 
claire.morrell@astastrings.org for details on alternate options.  

2. When you are planning your NOF concert program, please keep in mind that many of the publishers will be 
exhibiting at the National Conference and will do their best to bring any music being performed to showcase in the 
exhibit hall.  

3. Student permissions for virtual participation:  It is the responsibility of the sponsoring school/program to obtain all 
releases necessary for students to participate, be recorded and appear in videos released for viewing. 
4. All participants will abide by the Virtual Meeting Code of Conduct. 
 

Lastly, although this is a competition, this is foremost an educational event for every group attending. Please treat your 
peers with respect and be courteous to your adjudicators and clinicians.  
 

 
 

I, _____________________________________, (director name) of _____________________________________, (school 
orchestra) have read and understand the 2021 NOF Cyberfest Guidelines and Code of Conduct. I will also make all 
participating students and guardians aware of these guidelines and Code of Conduct. 
 
 
 
 
Name of Orchestra Director (please print): _______________________________________________________________  
  
Signature of Orchestra Director: ________________________________________________________________________  
  
Date: ________________________________  
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